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Speech of Ambassador Jan Tombiński,  
Università Gregoriana, 5 March 2019, 

Convegno “Dialogo e Filosofia Interculturale”  
 

Dear Professor Caruana, 

Distinguish Professors, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

It is my honour and pleasure to address the participants of this Convention on "Dialogue and 

Intercultural Philosophy" and I thank wholeheartedly the Gregorian University and especially Prof. 

Caruana for associating the European Union to this event. 

Today, the ever more integrated world brings people from different regions closer together. People 

with different cultural backgrounds and routes live side by side or together in same countries, cities, 

communities, houses, and even families. In most cases they are able to live peacefully together and 

solve jointly the various problems of everyday life. There are places in the world, in various regions 

where different cultures are living in peace for centuries.  This, however, does not mean that there 

were no tensions in past periods. It often requires time and wisdom from all sides to get accustomed 

to the diversity of others, to different beliefs, food traditions or costumes. 

The coexistence that has been shaped over centuries creates a space for better understanding of 

diversity. Yet, tensions persist when there are suddenly large movements of populations; especially if 

they concern confrontation of more or less homogeneous societies with people of other cultural 

traditions. In such cases, we observe how easily stereotypic and xenophobic opinions are gaining 

ground and how  fear of the unknown all together become the general feeling of the receiving 

society. It becomes worse if the fear of the stranger and others becomes the weapon of politics that 

exploit fears and apprehensions, and false generalised image of different cultures or beliefs are used. 

We have seen that in all Europe and beyond in recent years. 

Therefore the educated reflection of those who have the knowledge of different cultures is 

extremely important as remedy to the simplistic approach. The facts are the best argument against 

false and distorted images of others. In the European Union, for some years now, we have invested 

in training of diplomats to the understanding of the role of various religions in the public life and in 

the promotion of the religious freedom;  not only in Europe, but also worldwide. I hope very much 

that the discussions and outcomes of the Convention will constitute additional input to educating our 

societies to the need of dialogue between different cultures. 

In the language of philosophy, “dialogue” is understood as any kind of meeting and communication 

between people, groups of people or communities undertaken in the spirit of openness, respect and 

trust towards the interlocutor, with the aim to gauge the truth or to make the relation better 

corresponding with the human dignity. Hence, the dialogue is not necessarily meant to convince 

others of our point of view, but to engage in the joint reflection about how to mutually contribute to 

our better human development. 
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In the context of the recent visit of Pope Francis to the United Arab Emirates and in the light of the 

Declaration on "Human Fraternity for World Peace and Living Together" adopted by the Pope and 

Grand Imam of Al-Azhar the conference that we open today has an additional dimension.  

The declaration refers on several points to the need of dialogue and calls upon “intellectuals, 

philosophers, religious figures, artists, media professionals and men and women of culture in every 

part of the world, to rediscover the values of peace, justice, goodness, beauty, human fraternity and 

coexistence in order to confirm the importance of these values as anchors of salvation for all, and to 

promote them everywhere".  I see our Convention as one of the steps on the path designed by the 

Declaration.  

One of the main prerequisites for dialogue and understanding is the ability to listen. Therefore I wish 

you a very interesting and inspiring debate and will take my place among audience to listen to the 

interventions of those who are experts in the subject.   

Thank you, 

*********** 

 


